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What does RIMS Do? 

We’re a global not-for-profit organization representing 
more than 3,500 industrial, service, nonprofit, charitable 
and government entities throughout the world, and 
bringing networking, professional development and 
education opportunities to its membership of more than 
10,000 risk management professionals who operate in 
more than 120 countries. 
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We offer a leading portfolio of 
products and medicines that support 
wellness and prevention as well as 
treatment and cures for diseases 
across a broad range of therapeutic 
areas  





Claims Made Policy… 
…A policy providing coverage triggered when 
a claim is made 

Deadheading… 

…operating a truck or tractor w its trailer empty OR 

…what risk managers will never admit 
they did in college 







Knowledge of JWT and API using TDD 

Modern program languages across Stack including 
Node, Ruby, React and Angular 

Outstanding verbal skills 

Aon Needs a Solutions Architect 

Devops methodologies such as SVN/GIT, Jenkins, JIRA, 
NumPY and D3.js 
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Speakin’ Chicaaahgo 

You 

Boat a Use More than one of you 

Tree 

The Duh 
Three 

Dattle That will 

Use 



ALL TOGETHER NOW! 

Dattle be tree dollars for duh 
 boat uh use 







We are in the middle of a RFP to source a new COI 
tracking vendor, and leadership has asked us to explore 
alternatives to using a 3rd party vendor to manage 
insurance policy compliance with the contract terms. As 
a large healthcare system, our COI volume is in the 
thousands with diverse industries and contract 
requirements: Contractors big and small, supplies, 
services, staffing, software, tenants, etc.   Does anyone 
utilize some sort of 1st party contractual liability insurance 
to cover the risk of a contracted entity not having the 
required coverage in the event of a claim (if that even 
exists)? 

Serious Opis Question 



Helpful Opis Answers 

I’d be interested to know the answer to your First Party question 

I’m in the process of that same exercise 

We’re just starting that same process! 
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